
Corsa Security Solution
for Automating and Scaling Virtual Firewalls
The turnkey Corsa Security solution allows large enterprises, managed security 
service providers (MSSPs) and service providers (SPs) to replace physical firewalls 
with virtual ones and more easily scale threat protection at much lower total cost of 
ownership (TCO).
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About Corsa Security
Corsa Security is the leader in automating network security virtualization, which helps large enterprises 
and service providers deploy, scale and optimize virtual on-premise firewalls with speed (24x faster 
deployment), simplicity (zero-touch operations) and savings (9x lower TCO). By tightly integrating 
virtualization with intelligent orchestration in a single dashboard, the Corsa Security Orchestrator 
provides an aggregated view of all your virtual firewall while managing the infrastructure health, 
capacity, and performance. Customers subscribe to the Corsa Security services based on their current 
needs and then pay as they grow by integrating credit-based licensing from our firewall partners. 
Learn how Corsa is revolutionizing network security at corsa.com.

Business Brief

CAPEX

100%
READY TO DEPLOY

OUT OF THE BOX

ELIMINATE  
UP FRONT 

INVESTMENTS

9X
LOWER TCO

COMPARED TO 
DIY VIRTUALIZATION

INTEGRATED WITH  
PALO ALTO NETWORKS 

AND FORTINET

READY FOR FUTURE  
SECURITY SERVICES 

SPINNING UP A NEW FIREWALL 
IS AS “EASY AS THE CLOUD,”

since the IT or support team 
can quickly execute it. 

BUDGET-FRIENDLY,  
PAY-AS-YOU-GROW

business model so you only pay  
for the throughput you need.

CUT AVERAGE PROVISIONING 
TIME AND COST PER EVENT

since all firewalls are controlled from 
the Corsa Security Orchestrator.

POLICY

CMDB

DRIVE DOWN COSTS 
AND TRAINING NEEDS

by integrating with your security 
and operations tools.

PUSH BUTTON, FIREWALL VIRTUALIZATION SHORTENS TIME TO DEPLOYMENT
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Advantages of Automated Virtualization  
with Corsa Security
The Corsa Security Orchestrator is extremely simple to use so you can deploy,  
scale and optimize on-premise virtual firewalls.

   Manages firewall VM licenses, software upgrades and offers  
zero-touch provisioning

   Control all of your NGFWs from a single UI, which is optimized 
for hands-free network security 

   Integrated with best in class threat protection from Gartner leaders, 
such as Palo Alto Networks

   Pay-as-you-grow pricing model so you only buy what you need now
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The Corsa Security solution is an  
always evolving platform versus  
a point solution for firewall VMs

Single subscription covers  
hardware and software upgrades  

so hardware is “evergreened”

Pay-as-you-grow model is ideal for  
scaling firewall capacity and  

adding new security service as needed

License management from the Corsa Security  
Orchestrator and integration with new  

credit-based licensing from firewall vendors

Automated firewall deployment for push-button  
provisioning so anyone can execute

Bulk migration of physical firewalls including  
integration with policy and config management

Multi-tenancy, mix and match NGFW  
subscriptions and firewall vendors

Control virtual firewalls from the  
Corsa Security Orchestrator

Manage budget as you transition  
from hardware to firewall VMs

Quick Virtual  
Firewall  
Deployment

Flexible  
Firewall 
Licensing 
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